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President’s Foreword
The

year 2019–20 was a pivotal milestone for Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan

when it completed13 years of a journey that has provided hope and
happiness to thousands of children, women and youth.
This year was remarkable in many senses as we have been able to serve much
more children than before and had the opportunity to build new promising
partnerships and association with other Organizations. The year has been
very fruitful for the organization in many ways at several levels. ZYVS has
been successful in timely delivery of all commitments made and has given its
best even during odd weathers and difficult work situations. This year, we
have been able to serve over 3000 children across intervention areas.
Amongst these, we were able to serve over 3000 children through our
Contact Point Model, handle over 800 cases through our CHILDLINE

Mr. TARUN KAUSHAL

allocations in the areas of restoration (222 cases), protection from child
abuse (200 cases) and so on. I feel proud witnessing that our work has been
covered by media.

I cannot but imagine what this journey would have been, had I walked it alone. Gratefully, I need
never know. From our wonderful Trustees and Board members that have propped me up and committee
members, of different chapters, our mentors and volunteers that have shaped the ethos of Zila Yuva Vikas
Sanghthan, our donors that have put their faith in us, year after year, to the children, youth and women who
became our family; this has been a journey I have been blessed to have been on.
One more year of learning from the grassroots, a series of innovations and spreading thin and deep. This
year’s report has some insightful information and some powerful pictures, a true depiction of the power of
the so called powerless and skills of the so called un-skilled. Hope you also enjoy looking at them. At the
end of 13 years of work, it’s time for change and churning. We have been speaking about ZYVS

that

churning is on our mind and a new path, a deeper one the goal is to make sure that people come to Join Us
and as I always say- HMARA SATH DO, HAMARI HIMMAT KO SARAHO YARO, HUMNE EK SHAMMA JALAYI HAI
HAWAYON KE KHILAAF.

Tarun Kaushal
President
ZilaYuva Vikas Sanghthan
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Gen Secretary’s foreword
With the turn of this year, it gives me immense pleasure to present the ZYVS
Annual report for 2019-20, which provides a glimpse of what we did and
achieved this year through our synergized efforts. Our donors have been
instrumental not only in helping our children but also in building capacity of
ZYVS in various aspects like women empowerment, Children education, child
protection, team building etc.
Besides, we also have been able to attract attention of over 180 volunteers and some individual
donors too, throughout the year. ZYVS is now also equipped with online donation facility through its
website which we hope will help the organization’s impact grow. The learning of the year will
definitely be taken to the next level in coming financial year organization will remain committed to
upscale our reach to other vulnerable districts of India where there is need to work/serve vulnerable for
children and community people.
To be able to bring about the desired change in the communities we serve, ZYVS has developed an open and
transparent organizational culture, based on core values of respect, integrity, commitment and excellence.
Significant investments have been made in tapping and managing talent, which ensure efficiency and
accountability in the work we do.
I would like to thank my board members, our donors, our supporters and the entire team for associating with
ZYVS and having trust in the organization and its work. At the end, I would like to extend my hearty
gratitude and blessings to all the children that have connected with us. I hope we can connect with more and
more children, women and people
As we look ahead to greater prosperity, I would like to express my appreciation to our employees at all levels
for their contribution towards the performance of the Company. I would also like to extend my gratitude to
our Customers, Bankers and Suppliers for their loyalty and trust in us. I would like to express my sincere
appreciation to all our Shareholders for their continued encouragement and support and all members of the
ZYVS family, peer organizations who continue to support and believe in our work.

Naresh Mittal
General Secretary
Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan
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MILESTONES ACHIEVED

HEALTH

CHILD PROTECTION & DEVELOPMENT
3095
1010
62
567
315
64

- Cases Interviewing
- Rescued children from abuse
- Children provided shelter
- Children restored to their parents
- Children sponsored and provided
Educational help
- Children provided Medical help

89
- Blood donation Camp
65
- Health checkup Camps
14800 - People provided Medicine
Including ECG and blood test
31
- Eye camps
3000 - Elders operated for Cataract removal

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
346
10,000
45
19
83
3050

- USHA Silai schools runs in 7 district of Haryana
- Women/girls trained
–Nishulk Silai-Kadhai Centers in Ambala District
- Lohri Parv Kanyao Ke Naam celebrated for new born girls yearly
- Women honored from award of “Jagrook Mahila Samman”
- Families of New born girls were awarded on Lohri Festival

EDUCATION
65
200
1
1
200

-Children Adopted
-Students honored Award of Excellence
-Free Tuition Center
-Free Computer Learning Centre
-Sweaters were distributed in Govt. Schools

ENVIRONMENT
47,570 –Trees planted
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About ZYVS
•

Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan (ZYVS) is a Non-Profit Organization. Zila Yuva Vikas
Sanghthan is a National Level Development Organization which was established in Year
2005 and was registered in Year 2006 with an objective of providing sustainable
development to Urban and Rural areas of India. ZYVS is the Sanghthan of Youth for the
change. ZYVS shall meet the aspirations of young generation. Though the movement
has been initiated by Mr. Tarun Kaushal & Mr. Naresh Mittal under the banner of Zila
Yuva Vikas Sanghthan but it is the dream of every Indian to see its country well
developed, self-sufficient, capable and well managed. People from all walks of life,
breaking the boundaries of religion, caste, region, etc. have joined the movement and its
number is increasing day by day. ZYVS movement of change is being spreading in the
state of Haryana and shall be moved to other states in due course of time for growth.
ZYVS believes that Social power is necessary tool to bring the change.

•

Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan has been undertaking various development programs in
various sectors and areas providing support to the Children from Child Abuse, Labour,
Abandonment, etc., help to aged people and moreover enhancing Women
Empowerment. In this process, the organization had not only achieved a tremendous
field presence but also had developed a body of professional belonging to various
streams.

•

Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan is currently running National CHILD HELPLINE No. 1098 in
District Ambala (Haryana). Till date ZYVS has helped 3095 children from Child
Abuse, Child Labour, Child Abandonment, Shelter, etc. and we are proud to be a part of
the change in Society that bring the lost one to their family, providing shelter to the
homeless and saving the lost soul form child abuse. Providing sustainability to children in
their life, and If you want, then together we can bring the change and make it last
forever. There is an immense power in working together which can break any rock at
once.

•

Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan adopted about 65 children of 9th, 10th, +1 & +2 Class and
is paying all the expenses of their education under Enlight life of Kids in need,
Canada. ZYVS is trying to secure the future of children by sponsoring them and
providing them education related things which are needed by them to learn and study.

•

Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan is working towards social problems like healthcare,
enhancing the level of education provided to the students, working towards
women empowerment, creating livelihood opportunities, providing help to the
marginalized communities and advocacy for the right of Women and Girls, so that
the equality will be enhanced in the society. Till now many programs have been
organized on health, women empowerment, girl’s education, livelihood, disaster
preparedness and eyes treatment for aged. We have reached more people since before
and provide facilities in deep remote areas.
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Collaboration with Government
•

•

•

•

•

•

The Government is to be ideally held responsible for the legal and constitutional
matters. Now whether the Indian Government can be held responsible for the same is a
question. Who, then, should take care of the concerns that arise out of compassion and
social responsibilities? Compassion triggers actions which, usually, are beyond
constitutional matters but the good news is that the constitution does pay due respect to
them and aids them within its own vista.
It is the responsibility of every citizen to do some social service. CHILDLINE is the
voice of India. A voice portal that enables ordinary citizens to report and discuss issues
of local interest. To take help from CHILDLINE, a person just has to dial 1098 from any
mobile. It is a toll free number.
Government without our efforts cannot reach up to the goals set and same goes for
us without Government Bodies we cannot reach up to the target set. We devise
innovative strategies, customized for each issue in these country witnesses, to engage
Youth participation rather than just documentation we do conventional outreach. We
are engaged in partnerships, develop grassroots actions, audit the impact and share
lessons with all the stakeholders to direct further actions, train leaders and use media,
art, culture and technology to reach mass audiences. The innovative strategies we have
come up with seem promises.
We together works on Awareness building on violence, health, education,
development, help for aged and other issues critical for women’s individual and
collective empowerment.
There is a need to develop the broader understanding of Women’s health through
physical, social and political environment and to initiate interventions that enables
and empower them to control these factors. We conduct Awareness drives, working with
Adolescent girls to enhance their self-confidence, sensitize women to address their
unequal and exploitative arrangements and relationships, research and document
issues critical to women’s health and build a consensus to get the Police.
We give our 100% to solve each and every case with our full efforts with help of
Government Bodies, individuals and any other person concerned to the case.
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Our Identity
•

ZYVS is registered under Societies Registration Act XXI of 1860 vide Registration
No.268 Dated 19.01.2006 and Revised Certificate of Societies Registration Act
2012 vide Registration No.00031 dated11.07.2014.

•

ZYVS is also registered under Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act 1976 Vide
Reg. No. 172210024 Dated 08.06.2009 for 31.10-.2016 and renewal w.e.f.
01.11.2016 to31.10.2021.

•

ZYVS is also registered under Income-tax Deptt. U/s 12 AA (b) vide order No.960
dated 04.06.2007w.e.f.01.04.2007.

•

ZYVS is also registered with Income tax Deptt. U/s 80G vide order No.973 dated
05.06.2007 for the period 01.04.2007 to 31.03.2009 dated 07.07.2009 for the
period 01.04.2009 to Life Time.

We make a living
By what we get,
But we make a life by
What we give
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Vision
ZYVS’s vision is to be a strategic leadership organization influencing social transformation through
developmental programmers. To work towards creating a better India which provides basic health,
education and empowerment to every citizen?
Child’s vision is to be the primary support and platform for a civil society represented by a global
community of informed empowered.

Mission
ZYVS’s mission is to lead a positive attitude towards the social change and deliver moral values to
the youth. Letting people know the values through information, awareness, programmes, events,
advocacy and services. We focus on helping children, girls and women along with the elders by
possible means.

GIVING IS NOT
JUSTABOUT MAKING A
DONATION
IT IS ABOUT MAKING A DIFFERENCE
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Members of Governing Body of ZYVS
Sr.
No

Name

Father/
Husband’s
Name

Designati
on

Address

Occupation

1

Tarun
Kaushal

Sh. Aman
Kumar

President

Vill. Haryoli PO
Nagla Jattan,
Tehsil Saha Distt.
Ambala

Service

2

Jagmohan
Singh

Sh. Budh
Singh

Senior
Vice
President

Vill. Machonda
PO Kuldeep
Nagar Distt.
Ambala

Social
Worker

3

Naresh
Mittal

Sh. Arjun
Dass

General
Secretar
y

VPO Kesri Tehsil
Saha Distt.
Ambala

Service

4

Miha Singh

Sh. Sondhi
Ram

Joint
Secretar
y

VPO Kalsana
Tehsil Shahbad
(M) Distt.
Kurukshetra

Social
Worker

5

Gurdev
Singh
Mander

Sh. Gulzar
Singh

Treasurer

Vill. Dhanoura,
PO Durana Tehsil
& Distt. Ambala

Business

6

Shruti
Sharma

Sh. Vivek
Sharma

Executiv
e
Member

294 Prem Nagar

Teacher

Charanjit
Singh

Sh. Gian
Singh

Executiv
e
Member

VPO Badouli,
Distt. Ambala

7

Ambala City
Service
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CHILDLINE

1098

USHA
SILAI

PROJECTS
UNDERTAKEN
BY ZYVS

ENLIGHT
LIFE OF
KIDS IN
NEED
CANADA

THE
BROOKE
INDIA

“Decide what you love, what excites and
inspires you, then make that your purpose
and watch what transpires.”
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ZYVS ACTIVITIES AND ACHEIVEMENTS

The major activities carried out under the programme this year were:-

❖ SANKALP UTHAO BETI BACHAOABHIYAN
❖ TALK TO CHILDREN
❖ NANHICHOPAL
❖ MISSION SACCHISAHELI
❖ HEALTH
❖ YOUTH FOR NATION
❖ A STEP FOR BRIGHT EDUCATIONFUTURE
❖ MISSION GREEN A JOINTEFFORT
❖ VOCATIONAL TRAININGPROGRAMME

NANHI CHOPAL

3
NEW
INITIATIVES

TALK TO CHILDREN
MISSION SACCHI SAHELI
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CHILDLINE, AMBALA
Emergency helpline service for children
in need of aid and assistance

Childline India Foundation
Mumbai: Childline started in 1996, is India’s first 24-hour Helpline service supported by the
Ministry of Women and Child Development. The service is for children in need of aid and
assistance and is provided through a toll-free 24 hour emergency phone service (1098). A part
from responding to emergency needs, it also helps in linking children in difficult circumstances
with various services meant for their long term care and rehabilitation. This one- point contact is
meant to facilitate instant access to support, guidance and active intervention.
Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan was selected as Collaborative NGO to run CHILDLINE, Ambala
on 6thFebruary 2011. The project is being supported by Ministry of Women and Child
Development, Govt. of India. Office of CHILDLINE, Ambala is located at the address mentioned
here: H. No. 51, Sonda Colony, Jalbera Road, Ambala City–Haryana. ZYVS implements
this service in Ambala with one Centre-City Childline. This year, ZYVS, through Childline centre
intervened with 2353 children. Awareness programme in schools and slum areas were
conducted to make children aware on child rights, child marriage, child protection, etc.
Till date ZYVS has helped 3095 children and this year, Childline Ambala City was successfully
rescuing 460 children from the abuse of child lost, child marriage, bonded labour etc. Whenever
it was possible, the option of repatriation was also exercised, this year the project team was
able to restore 76 children back to their families. Besides restoration, abandoned and lost
children were provided with shelter.
Conducted massive outreach activities at all the Bus stand, Railway station, villages and slum
areas of Ambala. Overall5600 Children and stakeholders were reached through the outreach
activities of ZYVS- CHILDLINE.

A child is an uncut diamond.
Austin O’Malley
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Project Achievement Interventions
890
Calls were attended from parents, public, Govt. Departments, Police, team
members, etc

Children were rescued and given counseling, educational support, Medical help, home
placement etc. We have reached out to different type of children like missing children,
runways, child laborers, Homeless, sick, emotional, counseling and sponsorship are given.

Open House Programs
12
Open house programme have been conducted in schools, villages and public place- reaching
out to about 4500 people, in which awareness created about CHILDREN, child rights, child
marriage, child labour etc.

Mass awareness programme were conducted with Auto –rickshaw drivers,
Shopkeepers, Bus drivers, Conductors, Students in School, travelers on journey,
Pedestrians on the roads, Merchants, road side sellers, Customers in the market
place/tea stalls/gathering during public meetings etc giving knowledge to thousands
of people on CHILDLINE and child rights through distribution of pamphlets and tied
Dosti bands.

•

•

•
•

Diya decoration and Rangoli competition was conducted on the occasion of Diwali in Sonda
Colony Childline premises more than 45 children participated in this programme and prize
distributed.
CHILDLINE visited Police Stations, different departments and created awareness about the
CHILDLINE Project through tinning the friendship bands. As a result cooperation from the police
has improved and they are accompanying us in the rescue operations in more timelymanners.
Signature Campaign was organized in Civil Hospital. More than 300 people expressed their
interest in the project by signing the banner to protect the rights of children.
The CHILDLINE team awarded by Sh. K. Shilvraj DGP Jail Haryana for doing worked for child
rights
13

FOREWORD
CHILDLINE is working in District Ambala, Haryana from 2011 to help children
who are between the age of 0 to 18 years by providing home to homeless,
education to needy one and medical aid to the sick and financial help to the
children who are suffering from poverty. The main aim of the CHILDLINE is to
care and protect the children from abuse and to secure their future.
This project is helping many children and we are glad that everybody is
appreciating our work. It is our moral duty to help each other and protect
children as they are our future. CHILDLINE helps in every type of issue
related to children which includes:- child lost, missing, child labour, medical
help, sponsorship, shelter, sexual abuse, restoration, rescue from abuse, drug
addiction, emotional support & guidance, education, protection from abuse,
child in conflict of law and the cases in which child is the major part. The main
reason is to secure their life and lead them to live a better future.
Quality, credibility and transparency are not just the technical jargons for us. We make sure that they are
observed in our day to day practices. In the coming year, we look forward to expand our work and services
to new potential locations with the same value and spirit. Admittedly, what we achieved this year could not
have been possible without the constant support of our dedicated partners and team.
Children’s voices have been central to our approach and have lead us in our interventions. What’shumbling
is that their resilience has in turn built resilience in us. We have learnt and evolvedbecause of them. All the
children who have demonstrated assertive behavior in an unsafe situationand sought help are heroes. It’s
not easy to do this. It takes a lot of courage in a world of adultsto stand up for yourself, to say no, to get
away and ask for help.

With the end of this successful cycle please join us in appreciating and recognizing the contribution made
by our frontline team, Government functionaries and board of members. We are grateful to have such a
dynamic team and governing body members. We heartedly laud their valuable support. At the end, I would
like to extend my hearty gratitude and blessings to all the children that have connected with us.I hope we
can connect with more and more children.
With all the best wishes

Mr. Gurdev Singh
Director
CHILDLINE, Ambala
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Current Situation of Children In India
Not every child is born blessed with a safe and happy childhood. Statistic show that in our
country alone, There are over 20 million children who like without parent care , either
because they were abandoned or because they are orphaned or because they were
separated from their families due to other inevitable circumstances. These children needs
immediate care and protection but the ground reality is that only a tiny fraction. A
countless number of children go missing every year. The category of missing children
include a number of problems including abduction or kidnapping of children by family
members and by non-family members, run-away children or those who are forced to run
away by family and surrounding circumstances, children who are in a difficult or
aggressive environment, trafficked children, and lost children. Because of this wide array
of problems it is hard to survey the number of missing children. Often cases are not
reported to the police. As, many people don’t know about it that they can also complaint.
Children who go missing are either exploited or abused for various purposes.
Issues related to children in India are Abuse and Violence, Trafficking, Child labour,
Conflict with law, Child marriage, Child sexual abuse, without parental care, Street
children, Birth, registration, armed conflicts, Disability, Drug abuse, Girl child, HIVAIDS, Missing children etc. A child can be abused in many forms: Physically,
Emotionally, Sexually, Neglecting, and Exploitation. Any of these, that potentially or
actually harmful to a child’s health, survival, dignity and development are a serious abuse.
In these cases, it is necessary to help children and that is why CHILDLINE is made. It is a
24 hours service. Whenever, there is any type of need regarding children welfare, anyone
can call 1098 for help. It is a toll-free number.

“CHILD IS MEANT TO LEARN, NOT TO EARN”
STOP CHILD LABOUR
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Activity Report of Childline April2019 to March 2020
Types of Calls
I.
Interventions
Medical Help
Shelter
Repatriation
Rescue
Death-related
Sponsorship
II. Missing
Children
Child Lost
Parent’s
asking help
III. Emotional
support and
Guidance
IV.
Information
Info.
&referralst
o
services
Information
aboutChildline
&volunteers
V.
Unclassified
VI. Others
Did not
Find(DNF)/ Did
Not Respond
Crank/Fun/Abu
sive
Chat Calls
Wrong
Silent
Blank
Follow Up
Calls
Phone Testing
Calls
Administrative
Personal

Apr,
19

May, Jun,
19
19

Jul,
19

1
2

Aug,
19

Sep,
19

Oct,
19

Nov,
19

1
2

4

12

31

19

19

27

18

3

1

5

2

2

3
1

9

6
2

3
4
3

3

37

1

1

28

31

32

23

2

10

7

4

5
5

5

9

5

2
1

5

3

2

1

2

Feb,
20

Mar,
20

3

41

26
5

1
6
1

5

3

1

11
3

1

47

Jan,
20

1
1

2

3

10
1

Dec,
19

3

3

85

4
2

2

6
2

6
4

6
5

3

7

1

3

41

44

46

63

49

8

21

1

1

58

66

3

54

51

32

Total
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Case Details of Childline Ambala
Detail of cases from 2011 to till date (March)
Sr.No.

Category
Child Lost
Did Not intervention
Emotional Support and Guidance
Fun Call
Medical Help
Others

Number of cases
567
406
147
24
64
240

Protection From Abuse
1010
Parents Asking Help
215
Shelter
62
Sponsorship
315
Referral To Service
43
Conflict Cases With Law

1

Death Related
1
Total

3095
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Major events
and
celebrations of
CHILDLINE
SCHOOL PROGRAMMES

Awareness programme on good touch & Bad
touch at S.A Jain Vijay Vallabh Public School,
Ambalacity

Awareness Programme in Govt. School VillSamlehri, Ambala

Awareness programme in CSS Public School,
Sonda Ambala

Awareness programme on good touch & Bad
touch at Arjun Sen Sec School, Saha
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Outreach
Awareness on World Children Day and
CHILDLINE Ambala organized nukkad
natakat Jagadhri, Ambala City.

Outreach Programme in Police line Ambala
city with Police officers and giving Awareness
about Child helpline no 1098 and how its work.

Awareness about Child Help Line no.1098 at Civil
Hospital, Ambala City.

A Friendship plege givin to Sports childrens and
taken Prommise from them if they see any child in
problem they immidetly call child helpline 1098.
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Major Activities Carried Out By Childline Ambala

Holi Day Celebration with Flowers on
10March,2020

On 15-11-2019 CHILDLINE team visited the
Deputy Commissioner office Ambala and
giving a pledge & tied dosti band on the wrist
of Ashok Kumar Sharma, IAS,
Deputy Commissioner Ambala.

On 12-01-2020 Swach Bharat Programme
organized by Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan&
CHILDLINE Ambala a CHILDLINE Logo Given
to Sh. Kanwar Pal Gujjar Education Minister
(Govt. Of Haryana)

On 08-10-2019Dusshera Celebrated with
children & Parents of Children coming in
Dusshera at Huda Ground, Ambala
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Swach Bharat Campion with Railway Officers & Police Officers of Railway Station, Ambala Cantt on
16-01-2020

World child labour day CHILDLINE Ambala
organized a Nukad Natak at Sonda colony,
AmbalaCity. On 12-06-2019

Childline and DLSA Ambala organized an
awareness on Child traffking At Govt Sen. Sec
School, Vill- Sounta 09-07-2019
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CHILDLINE IN MEDIA
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“TALK TO CHILDREN”
Campaign
CHILDLINE Ambala along with various Government Departments and Social
Organizations had launched a Talk to Children Campaign in August 2019. The initiative
aims at preventing crime and abuse of children. Under the programme the Member of
Haryana State Commission for Protection of Child Rights and NGO’s hold events at
educational institutes, villages and social platforms to motivate parents and teachers to
talk to children to know about the issues they have been facing. Children are also be
motivated to tell their parents if someone touches them inappropriately or other issues
they have been facing in their schools and in their locality. We started this campaign
because during the interaction with children and visits to schools it was observed that
children are not aware of the difference between a good touch and bad touch. Many
children who are facing other issues are hesitating from telling them about their
problems. There have been instants when minor girls informed us that they were being
touched inappropriately but they had no idea if it is right or wrong. Teenagers often get
attracted towards wrong things and take wrong decisions. We are motivate these
children to focus only on their studies and career. The role of parents is crucial but it has
been noticed that they don’t talk to their children on some important issues. Under this
campaign they are advised to interact with their children and also check what they have
been browsing on the internet, as most of the children remain guild the mobile phone.
We are organized many awareness programme under "Talk to Children" in Ambala
district and in the same continuation also covering Panchkula district because many
cases are reported in Ambala children of Panchkula district through 1098.
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Awareness Programmes conducted under “Talk to Children” campaign in District
Ambala.
• November, 2019:-Awareness programme was held at Bhessa Tibba, Slum
area, Panchkula under the campaign of “Talk to Children”. Children were
told about Good Touch and Bad Touch and encouraged them to go to school
daily and to do study well. Women and children have been made aware about
keeping cleanliness in their surroundings as well as tell them that better
parenting and clean environment can be done to prevent child abuse be very
important.
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•

An awareness programme conducted in Government Sr. Sec School Raipur Rani,
Panchkula under the campaign of “Talk to Children” and approximately 250 students
participated. The main objective of this programme is based on good parenting and healthy
relationship among the children and parents and encouraged children to spend more time
with their parents and use their energy for positive things. Children motivated through one
line “Do something in your life that people want to do like that”.
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•

An awareness programme under the campaing of Talk to children held at Bharat Vikas
Parisad, Sector-12 A Panchkula. In which 60 girls were participated and they were made
aware about sharing their problems with their parents and in times of problem we should
tell everything to our parents because only parents can understand our problem if with any
unknown person shares our problem then he can also be done our misuse. In this
programme Dr. Partibha Singh Member of Haryana State Commision for protection of
Child Rights was present as a Chief Guest

•

Many programmes are organised by our volunteers in the villages of panchkula district
under the campaign of “ Talk to Children and people were made aware related to child
protection issues and problems facing by children in schools and their locality.
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Village Bataur, Panchkula

Village Rehawar, Panchkula
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•

An awareness programme conducted in P.K.R Jain Vatika Sr.Sec Day Boarding
School, Hissar road, Ambala City under the campaign of “Talk to Children” and
approximately 450 students participated. The main objective of this programme is based on
good parenting and healthy relationship among the children and parents and encouraged
children to spend more time with their parents and use their energy for good works and
respect elders. Children motivated throughJawaharlal Nehru lines "Children are like

buds in a garden and should be carefully and lovingly nurtured, as they are the
future of the nation and the citizens of tomorrow".
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•

An awareness programme under the campaing of Talk to children held at S.A Jain Vijay
Vallabh Public School. In which 350 students were participated students were shared their
problems with team and alsostudents were made aware about sharing their problems with
their parents and in times of problem we should tell everything to our parents because only
parents can understand our problem if with any unknown person shares our problem then
he can also be done our misuse. In this programme Dr. Partibha Singh Member of Haryana
State Commision for protection of Child Rights was present as a Chief Guest.
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•

An awareness programme under the campaing of Talk to children held at St. Joseph School,
behind Mission Hospital, Ambala city. In which 385 students were participated students were
made aware about sharing their problems with their parents and in times of problem we should
tell everything to our parents because only parents can understand our problem if with any
unknown person shares our problem then he can also be done our misuse. In this programme a
medical check up camp was also organised by Dr. Rahul Dhiman.
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•

An awareness programme under the campaing of Talk to children held at Bal Jagat Public
School, Ambala city. In which 180 students were participated Children were told about Good
Touch and Bad Touch and encouraged them to go to school daily and to do study children have
been made aware about keeping cleanliness in their surroundings as well as tell them that better
parenting and clean environment at the end team told students about ChildHelpline 1098.
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ENLIGHT LIFE OF KIDS IN NEED

“Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire.”
W.B. Yeats
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EDUCATION
Nelson Mandela said that education is the most powerful weapon which one can use to
change the world. Nothing can be more concrete than this statement.
No matter how much we want to bring about a change in the society. We will not be
successful until we concentrate on educating young children and preparing our youth for
empowerment in our country. The current statistics indicate that the number of students
who do not complete schooling still lies in millions. In recent years, while it is heartening
to know that the gender gap is closing in for primary education, the number of girl’s
dropouts in secondary education is still very high.
Consider the following figures:85%
Of girls who completeclass10th
Fail to complete class 12thdueto
Financial constraints.

1 in 6
girls are married under the age of
18, according to the census 2011
Figures for recent marriage.

There are more such figures and statistics that will completely change your perspective
regarding what the reality is and how young children actually suffer all their lives because
of lack of education. For us, it is one of the top priorities and so we run two programmes
that helping children complete their education.
Education is the most important tool that we can equip our students with, education is the
movement from darkness to light.

“THERE ARE TWO EDUACTAIONS. ONE SHOULD TEACH US.
HOW TO MAKE A LIVING THE OTHERS, HOW TO LIVE
John Admas
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ABOUT THE PROGRAMME
Recognizing and nurturing excellence in needy students and facilitating their overall growth.
The mission of Enlight Life of Kids in Need, Canada is to bring education to
underprivileged children wherever in the world there is need and wherever they can help.
They do not discriminate based on faith, ethnicity or gender. Enlight sees every child as
their responsibility. Education creates a positive ripple effect that improves individuals,
villages and countries where it can be accessed. To make children educated and increase
the literacy rate, Enlight Life of Kids in Need, Canada joined their hands with Zila Yuva
Vikas Sanghthan to implement a core program for child care, protection and education
since 27th June, 2019. In which Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan adopted 65 children of Class
9th, 10th, 10+1 & 10+2 who were in need and wanted to study. The educational expenses
of those children are paid by ZYVS itself. The motive of joining hands was cleared; they
wanted to increase the level of education in the untouched areas and to reach the children
who want to study but because of some circumstances they are unable to study and
successfully reached those children and helped them in every possible way.

ZYVS adopted 68 children who are:
❖ Financially not sound
❖ Needy ones
❖ Father less children
❖ Intelligent children
❖ Ambitious
❖ Family in crisis

Those children who are needy and want to study but because of some issues they are unable to study and
this unknowingly ruins their present and future. Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan took the initiative with the
support of Enlight Life of Kids in Need, Canada and adopted 68 children to help and educate them and
make them efficient enough to live their life. In this we provide education related things to the children
which includes books, stationery, uniform and fees. So that children can study and learn more.
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF PROGRAMME
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Free Computer Center
Opened Computer Center is for street and needy children in Sonda Colony, Ambala. The center is run
by ZYVS sponsored by Altruist Technologies Pvt. Ltd. The centre is open for all the non school going
children or school going children. This centre was opened in the end of the year and In this
inauguration programme, Anita Chaudhary Member of Social Justice Empowerment, Govt. of India
was present as a Chief Guest and member of State Women Commission Namrata Gaud, Social Worker
Advocate Madan Gopal Gupta, president of ZYVS Tarun Kaushal, CHILDLINE Director Dr. Partibha
Singh, Member of Child Welfare Committee Jagmohan Singh were also attended the function. 23
children take benefit from the Centre.
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USHA SILAI CENTRE
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STATUS OF WOMEN IN INDIA
In India society, women are traditionally discriminated against and excluded from political and family
related decisions. Despite the large amount of work women must do on a daily basis support their
families, their opinions are rarely acknowledged and their rights are limited. All the females in a
household have the responsibility of the house work. So even through education does not financial
burden the family, it costs them the time she spends at school when she could be doing chores. In
addition, even if a woman is educated, especially in the poorer regions, there is no hope for jobs. Most
jobs woman perform are agricultural or domestic which do not require a formal education. Another
reason girls are not educated is because families are not required to supply a chaste daughter to the family
of her futurehusband.
Because women are not educated and cannot hold a prestigious job, they take on the most physically
difficult and undesirable jobs.
This scenario is slowly changing in recent years. We can see a slow and steady rise of women in all fields
of importance. Women of today are not just restricted to cooking and taking care of their households,
they have stepped out of their comfort zones to create their own images in the outside as well. This in
short, can be termed as Women Empowerment. Society has now changed its stand and the way its look at
women, due to the progress achieved by women in all spheres of life.
Atrocities against women
Through women have achieved success in various sphere of life, the dark areas of humanism do exit even
in modern days. We get to hear plenty of cases of rapes, mental and physical harassments, dowry deaths,
cases of domestic, violence etc. This news fills our daily newspapers and is very important part of the
ugly truth of mankind. Women today are definitely empowered with self-confidence and boldness to
carry on the world without fear, yet in terms of women safety, these are still lots to be achieved. Crime
against women is definitely on the rise. Many women fear to go out of their houses after sunset. They
fear their own safety. Women are also prone to plenty of incidents of chain snatching, molestation, eve
teasing etc. such incidents morally bring down the courage of women and leave them wanting for help
and support from the male members of the family.
Women Empowerment
Women’s day is celebrated, not to glorify the beauty and grace of women, but to bring about awareness
among the public regarding women’s safety. Women needs to strengths themselves by building up their
inner strengths and face the world without fear.
We should empower the women in our lived to lead independent lives. They should take independent
decisions regarding their careers, professions, choice etc. They should be taught to be self-reliant and
should not depend on anyone to meet their financial needs; they should be taught to handle their own
expenses.
THERE IS NO TOOL FOR DEVELOPMENT
MORE EFFECTIVE THAN THE
EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN
-Kofi Annan
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ABOUT THE PROGRAMME
Usha Silai Center was started in 2012 in Ambala to benefit the women and girls to make them
Independent. USHA Silai School means a school of teaching girls and women in the village to sew, and
this school is operated and managed by Women Entrepreneur using an USHA sewing machine. In this,
proper training is given to the learners related to stitching, cutting and drafting of clothes to make
them wearable. From this, they can earn some money to fulfill their needs. After the training, they are
given an Experience Certificate and further they can teach to the other students at their own house. And
this training is given at the centre of the District so that it will be convenient for everyone. In one year,
10 centers are established in 1 District and each Center consists of 10 students who can teach
stitching after their training to the nearby girls and women. A total of 60 centers are established in one
year in Haryana. The woman in turn would have to in teach at least 20 students span of 1 year. ZYVS
has set up Silai schools in Distt, Ambala, Kurukshetra, Kaithal, Yamuna Nagar, Panipat and
Panchkula with support from USHA in past five years. We had operated 366 USHA Silai Schools
benefiting over 10,000 women/girls in rural areas. The reason behind opening of Usha Silai Center
was to make women and girls independent enough to earn their living. Most of the Women in India are
not independent at all because they lack in studies, self-confidence, social pressure, surroundings, and
many more reasons like this.
This centre was set up with the objective to train girls and women from underprivileged backgrounds in
vocational trained women from our centers and encouraged to make empower, which in turn helps them,
gain financial Empowerment.
PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES
Ascending to financial independence whilst we wish the centre to become economically sustainable, we
consider the measure of success to be the number of women who have been able to move from a ‘ hand
to mouth’ existence to one of self-reliance thus enabling them to provide for their families.
❖ Teaching employable skills to girls and women from disadvantaged backgrounds.
❖ Leading them to financial independence.
❖ Women with Confident personalities.

NEVER RESTRICT A WOMEN; SHE CAN DO EVERYTHING LIKE A MAN
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TYPES OF USHA
SILAI
CENTRE

CLASSICAL

SATELLITE
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CLASSICAL CENTRE
In Classical School, in one year 10 Centers are established in one District. In each center, there are
10 students who can learn stitching there. A total of 7 days training is provided to the students. The
main purpose of this school is to empower the Women and to make them capable enough to earn
some money without investment. In this school, many facilities are provided to the learners. This
school care about the every single need of the women. ZYVS established 90 Classical schools are
situated in 7 Districts of Haryana, which are Ambala, Yamuna Nagar, Kaithal, Panchkula,
Kurukshetra, Karnal and Panipat. In each district, there are 10 Centers established and in each
center there are 10 students who are learning stitching and cutting. If we calculate this, then about 100
girls or women in one year are getting training of stitching and further they can teach other girls and
women by opening a center at their own place. From this, they can also earn some money. Training
Certificate of Minimum 3 months is also provided to those students who learn from the women and
girls who had taken training under the banner of Usha Silai Center. This is the true example of no
investment, as they are not investing even a single rupee and they are being made capable enough to
earn some money.
During the time of training facilities provided to women like Proper training provided by
Experienced Teacher, one Board of Usha Silai Center, Syllabus Book, One Paddle Sewing
Machine, Books of drafts, Pamphlets, Experience Certificate, ID card, Approval of Opening of
Silai Center at their own home place.
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SATELLITE CENTRE
In Satellite School, in one year 10 Centers are established in one District. In each center, there are 10
students who can learn stitching there. A total of 2 days training is provided to the students. The main
purpose of this school is to empower the Women and to make them capable enough to earn some
money without investment. In this school, many facilities are provided to the learners. This school
care about the every single need of the women. This school is situated in 5 Districts of Haryana,
which are, Ambala, Yamuna Nagar, Kaithal, Panchkula and Kurukshetra. In each district, there
are 10 Centers established and in each center there are 10 students who are learning stitching and
cutting. If we calculate this, then about 100 girls or women in one year are getting training of
stitching and further they can teach other girls and women by opening a center at their own place.
Training Certificate of Minimum 3 months is also provided to those students who learn from the
women and girls who had taken training under the banner of Usha Silai Center. From this, they can also
earn some money. This is the true example of no investment, as they are not investing even a single
rupee but still they are being made capable enough to earn some money.

During the time of training facilities provided to women like Proper training provided by
Experienced Teacher, one Board of Usha Silai Center, Syllabus Book, One Paddle Sewing
Machine, Books of drafts, Pamphlets, Experience Certificate, ID card, Approval of Opening of
Silai Center at their own home place.
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Activities Undertaken By Usha Silai Center
•

Team of Usha Silai Center visited the houses of those women and girls who had taken the
training of stitching and cutting under the banner of Usha Silai Center to know about their
financial position.

•

They visit the houses to have conversation with the girls and women who are taking training.

•

They provide books and pamphlets to the learners.

•

Proper investigation is done by Usha Silai Center, not only National members but
International members of Usha Silai Center also visit the houses and centers to see whether
the work is going in a proper way or not.

•

Proper case study of teachers or learners is done to know is this training is beneficial to them
or not.

•

Team of Usha Silai Center motivates the learners and teachers to do well and to earn well in a
respectful way.

•

When a teacher after her training opens a training center at her house at that time she starts
earning, as she can take fees from the learners and this fee is their own personalincome.

•

A proper follow up is taken of their income structure, number of learners and their financial
situation.

•

From this banner along with the money, they also earn Fame.

•

A monthly report is being made district wise.
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SUCESSFUL STORIES

KAJAL

Kajal joined our sewing center course affiliated to USHA International whist
still in school. After being trained and on receiving her certificate. She
started sewing work at home. She has just studied until class 10th. Due to
financial constraints she was not able to continue in school, so joined the
sewing center in May, 2018. She was a very sincere trainee and always come
to work on time. Her small salary is together with that of her father, who is a
laborer support a family of six members. She is eldest of 3 siblings. Now that
she is bringing a regular in come home. Her father has allowed her to pursue
her fashion designing course by her savings. Her dream is to become a
fashion designer and make a brighter future for herself and her family.

TRIPTA RANI
Tripta Rani is 42 years old and lives in Village Kambass, P.O.
Kambassi, Tehsil Barara, Distt. Ambala. Her last qualification is 10th.
She has joined USHA Silai School just to help her family as her
husband is a labourer. She has two children, one is learning Lab
Technician and other one is studying in 10+1. After learning stitching,
she had given training to more than 120 girls or women. She also
motivates illiterate women of her village about Living life in her own
way & to become independent, training about agriculture, saving money
etc. She has done Campaigns with CMO regarding Smoking &
Consuming Alcohol is to Injurious to Health in different-different
villages of Ambala. She has been honored by many NGOs by seeing her
social work and her perfection in Stitching which is possible only bythe
help of USHA Silai School. She is doing Social Work by going to other Villages and motivating
women to become independent. She has opened four Silai Centers in Village Ugala, Adhoi, Kambass
and Sahota. Her life has been changed, she has become a motivator, a stitching tutor, and she runs her
family and making her children educated. She is glad that USHA Silai School came in her life and her
life took a turn in a positive way.
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AMANDEEP

.

Amandeep Rani is 34 years old and lives in Village
Mehmoodpur, Distt. Ambala. Her last qualification is 10+2. Her
husband is now an Electrician. She has two children one boy
who reads in 9th class and one girl who reads in 8th class.
When she married to him he was jobless and it was very
difficult time of her family. She used to do Stitching work in her
maternal house and started doing stitching work after her
marriage also but nobody knows her at that time. USHA Silai
School came in her life and she took the training from it. Now
she is very much capable to earn her living and to fulfill the
needs of her children. She has given training to about 100 girls
or women. She is very thankful to USHA Silai School as
because of it she got a job opportunity in PMKC i.e. Pradhan
Mantri Kaushal Centre. She is working there from last two
years and earning well. Her life problems and situations have
been resolved and now she had become independent.

MEDIA COVERAGE
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“SANKALP UTHAO BETI BACHAO”

“20TH LOHRI PARV KANYAON KE NAM”
On 10th January, 2020, Lohri festival was celebrated by Panchkula unit of ZYVS on the name of
“Lohri Parv Kanyaon ke Nam” in Sector 12 Panchkula, Haryana Assembly Speaker Gyan Chand
Gupta was the chief guest and on this occasion 51 new born girls were honored by Zila Yuva Vikas
Sanghthan

“21TH LOHRI PARV KANYAON KE NAM”
On 12 January, 2020, Lohri Purv Kanyao Ke naam was celebrated in Blue Bird Palace, Barara in
association with CHILDLINE . The Chief Guest in the programme was the Education Minister , Haryana
Government Mr. Kanwar Pal Gujjar, Special guest were Mange Ram Panjail Director on Bod HSCFDC
Govt. of Haryana. In this programme, 31 women from Haryana State who have done excellence work in
various fields honored with “ Mahila Jagrook Award” and 15 women awarded from “Award of
Excellence”and about 300 ladies were honored in the programme that gave birth to the girl child in the
present year.
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“22TH LOHRI PARV KANYAON KE NAM”
On 13th January, 2020, Lohri festival was celebrated by Kurukshetra unit of ZYVS on the name of
“Lohri Parv Kanyaon ke Nam” in Boripur village of Shahabad, Chief Minister's Political Advisor
Krishna Bedi was the chief guest and on this occasion 121 new born girls were honored by Zila Yuva
Vikas Sanghthan

MEDIA COVERAGE
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MISSION SACCHI SAHELI
Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan is forming “Misson Sacchi Saheli” on 1st ceremony of ZYVS
women wing. The target of this mission is to distribute 10000 sanitary pads to women’s
And girls’ belong to rural and slum area. The purpose of this mission is to bring awareness
among girls and women that they will protect themselves from many diseases by using
sanitary pads and free sanitary pads will distribute on monthly basis.
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The Brooke India
ANIMALS, PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES
Our work with communities to unlock their compassion for animals lies at the heart
of all we do. As the decision makers and careers for their animals, owners and their
families make the biggest long-term difference to their health and wellbeing. We
understand the drivers for behavior change and work at all levels to spark those
changes. This includes sharing equine knowledge and skills (building capability),
encouraging a change in attitudes, beliefs, and habits (increasing motivation) and
improving resources (increasing opportunity).A core aspect of our work across
8,500 communities globally, is to train “change agents” to champion good equine
welfare, from wound management to grooming and harnessing. A collective action
approach is also illustrated by our work with over 6,000 communities in India,
where we have established a sustainable network of equine welfare groups,
associations and animal resource centres, which expand the economic and social
opportunities available to their members. Examples include, group savings through
collective bargaining to drive down costs and accessing loans or government
schemes enabling owners to better care for themselves and their animals.
Welfare-friendly laws and policies
need to be introduced and
implemented at global, regional,
national and local levels to achieve
a sustainable improvement in
equine welfare.
A key component of our work is
making sure equines are taken
into account in relevant existing
policies and recognized within
the Sustainable Development
Goal indicators in the longer term.
Brooke’s widespread presence
means we are well placed to advise
on the implementation of policies
and our work in the past year
should be viewed in this context.
For example, since the inclusion
of horses, donkeys and mules in
policies, animal owners in India are
now being compensated for the
death or injury of their animals,
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helping to safeguard their income.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMME
On Dated 07th March 2020, Under the resolution taken by the District Youth
Development Organization, under the Beti Bachao Abhiyan, certificates and sewing
machines were distributed to girls and women who were trained at the permanent
free sewing embroidery center located at Jalbehra Road, Sonda Colony on the eve of
International Women's Day. Vineet Malik, Railway Officer and Renu Jain as
Distinguished Guest were present in the program from Renu Jain, former Assistant
Director, Khadi Board Ambala.
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•

May 13, 2018:-This free Silai centre was opened for girls and woman’s to provide the training
of Stitching and Cutting. On this day President Tarun Kaushal inaugurated the Silai Centre.
General Secretary of ZYVS Mr. Naresh Mittal Block Saha President also attended the function.
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Award Of Excellence
On dated 16th June, 2019 Like every year, the Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan Organization organized an
Award of Excellence Programme to give public acclamation to the students who passed with good
marks in the board examinations this year. Famous social worker and businessman Santosh Goyal of
Barara was present as the chief guest at the program organized at Aggarwal Dharamshala in Barara.
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On Dated 2 Aug 2019 5th Award of Excellence Program was organized by Zila Yuva Vikas
Sanghthan Organization in the premises of Arya Kanya College, Shahabad Markanda. Additional
Deputy Commissioner Kurukshetra Mr. Partha Gupta, Special Guest Haryana School Education
Board Secretary and SDM Shahbad Mr. Rajeev Prasad, Block Education Officer Mrs. Shashi Dhawan
were present as the Chief Guest in the program.
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On Dated 12 August 2019 6th Award of Excellence Program organized at Barwala Community
Center.
**** Outstanding performers in the board examination. Awarded to 140 students of Panchkula
district. **** Kisan Gaurav Samman was awarded to 60 farmers in collaboration with the Department
of Animal Husbandry and Dairying. ***** Panchkula MLA Shri Gyan Chand Gupta was the Chief
Guest.
**** Anil Banwala Ji, Deputy Director of Animal Husbandry and Dairy Department attended as
Distinguished Guest.
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HEALTH
Healthy people are the base of a prosperous community, to build this concept,
this year 14 Blood donation camps and 4 health Checkup camps were held in
villages of Ambala, Kurushetra by ZYVS. The main motive of organizing a
Blood Donation Camp is to save lives, save families and save society.

BLOOD DONATION CAMPS
On 14April, 2019 blood donation camp was held in village Kesri, Ambala on the birthday of Dr.
Bhimrao Ambedkar. Dinesh Singh was present as a Chief Guest in this programme and in this camp 65
units blood was donated by community people.
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•

On 9 June, 2019:-74nd Blood donation camp was Organised in village Kesri, Ambala on the
day of Maharana Partap anniversary. The Chief Guest was Sardar R.S Walia President, Income
Tax Employee Federation and 80 units of blood collected in this camp.

On 23 Feburary, 2020:- A huge blood donation camp was organized by the Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan at
the Guru Ravidas Temple Pakka Talab Bihata to pay tribute to the martyred soldiers in defense of the country on
the borders.
MLA Varun Chaudhary was present as the chief guest at the camp. And Advocate Ravinder Kumar attended as
the distinguished guest. The program was presided over by Sarpanch Bihta and organization block mentor Naveen
Chauhan. MLA Varun Chaudhary started the camp by donating blood himself 82 youth donated blood and paid
tribute to the martyrs at the camp organized under the leadership of block spokesperson Ravindra Kumar, Pradhan
Pankaj Chhabra, members Jaswinder Kumar, Jai Singh Rana.
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On 9 June, 2019:- Blood Donation Camp was organized by the Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan
Organization at Devi Mandir Mulana. This camp was dedicated to the soldiers guarding the country
on the borders, Congress MLA Varun Chaudhary was present as the chief guest in the camp, the
program was presided over by the organization President Tarun Kaushal Hariyali.
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On 15 March, 2020:- Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan Organization created a new dimension in the
field of blood donation
*** 9 blood donation camps organized at the same time on a single day
*** 566 units of blood collected
*** In every camp, the crowd gathered for the youth, blood collection team was organized, the
conviction of the campaign *** Haldari, Khedi Lakkha Singh, Sadhura Sadhaura Badhauli Nanahera
registered in large numbers. Blood collection team raised hands
*** 100 youngsters donated blood by scoring a century in Haldari
*** 86 in Kalsana, 77 in Khedi Lakkha Singh, 65 in Shehzadpur, 53 in Nanhera
*** 52 in Sadhura, 50 in Sadhaura, 43 in Badhauli, 40 youths donated blood in Barara
9 Blood Donation Camps were organized in 3 districts by District Youth Development Organization
to pay tribute to the martyred soldiers. In which 566 youth donated blood and paid tribute to the
soldiers who were martyred on the country's borders. Organization-oriented and National Youth
Award-awarded Tarun Kaushal Harioli, General Secretary Naresh Mittal, Deputy Prime Minister
Jagmohan Singh Machhuda, Charanjit Singh said that the organization organized blood donation
camps dedicated to the martyred soldiers today with the aim of creating awareness among the youth
about blood donation . 100 units in collaboration with Panchmukhi Hanuman Mandir Committee in
village Haldari, 86 units led by Jasbir Rana, Gangadhar and Amrender Singh of the organization in
village Kalsana, 77 units led by Abhay Pratap and Sahab Singh Pawan Sharma in Khedi Lakha Singh,
in Shahzadpur 65 units led by Rajneesh Sharma and Pawan Saini Naresh, 50 units led by Mayaram
and Baljinder Kumar in Sadhora, 52 units led by Sanjeev Sangwan Malkhan Singh and Surajpal Rana
in Sadhura, 53 units led by Daman Gambhir at Nanhera, Baghauli. In which 43 youths under the
leadership of Veer Pratap and Sanjeev Rana Pankaj Chhabra, Sarpanch Sandeep Soni and Bharat
Bhushan Madan Dhiman, Mohit Deshwal, Prateek, Rhythm in Brara donated blood and paid tribute
to the martyred soldiers.
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•

On May 26, 2019:-72nd Blood Donation Camp was held in Village Thamber, Ambala this
camp dedicated to Pulwama Shahid Sainikand Mr Vinod Rana was present as a chief guest and 52
Units blood donated by the youth ofvillage.

On February 22, 2020:- Blood Donation Camp was organized by Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan at
village Shahpura in Mustafabad block. On the auspicious occasion of Mahashivratri, 62 youth donated
blood in the camp organized by the government high school Shahpura under the leadership of Manish
Saini, Arun, Jitendra, Anil, Sandeep Kashyap, Sagar and JP, "The blood will not let go of life"
Commitment to join showed on this occasion, Yamunanagar in-charge of the organization Sanjeev
Sangwan, Executive member Baljinder Kumar, Barada in-charge Sahab Singh said that the first and till
date 77th blood donation camp in village Shahpura was concluded by District Youth Development
Organization because even today Many people have to lose their lives due to lack of blood, blood is the
only option of blood, so by donating blood, we can get the merit of saving lives, so it is said that Manish
Saini said that blood donation is Mahadan and healthy person in year 4 Bar can earn merit by donating
blood and today the organization's programs will be expanded in Yamunanagar by joining the campaign
of District Youth Development Organization
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•

March 09, 2020:- Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan organized a huge blood donation camp at
Gulzar Filling Station Durana to commemorate International Women's Day, this camp was
dedicated to the women who were martyred in the freedom struggle. BJP leader and former MLA
Rajbir Singh Barara was present as the chief guest at the camp. Assistant Governor Rotary VK
Sharma and railway officer Vineet Malik were present as BJP guest Balkaram Malwa. The camp
was chaired by organization head Tarun Kaushal Hariyoli.
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March 14, 2020:-On Dated 14 March 2020 Organization of blood donation camp dedicated to
martyred soldiers in village Kurali 72 youth donated blood.
Vinod Kumar and Rekha Rani started the camp by donating blood
Haryana State Women's Commission member Namrata Gaur was the chief guest
Bureau Chief Punjab Kesari Haryana Rita Sharma present as senior guest
Blood Donation Camp was organized in collaboration with Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan Organization
and all Kurali village residents. This camp was dedicated to the soldiers who were martyred in defense
of the country. Haryana Women Commission member Namrata Gaur as the chief guest and senior
journalists Rita Sharma and Sarpanch Sanjeev Rana were present as special guests. The camp was
chaired by Tarun Kaushal Hariyali, who was conferred with the head of the organization and national
award.
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•

On 23-April-2019:- 69thBlood Donation Camp was organised by ZYVS in association
with Ugala Sevamandal in the premises of St. Prem Singh Sr. Sec. School, Village Ugala in
the memory of Martyred Bahagat Singh, Rajguru and Sukhdev. SHO Satish Kumar was the
Chief Guest of this Camp and 75 unit’s blood donated. 4 families Honored in this
programme, who had lost their sons for protection of India.

•

On 23 April, 2019 :- 70thBlood Donation Camp was held in village Badholi. Principal
of S.D College Ambala Cantt. Dr. Rajender Rana was the Chief Guest and 51 units blood
was donated in this camp.
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HEALTH CHECKUP CAMPS
•

On November 30, 2019:- Zila Yuva Vikas Sanghthan organized a physiotherapy camp was
held in village Dadupur, Ambala and Sanghthan Donate 22000 rupees to child in Village for her
help.
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YOUTH FOR NATION
Youth for Nation indicates that this youth is the future of India and our Organization works for
youth to motivate them and let them understand the social values through various activities like
rallies, street play and social values. We have organized sports events to use their energy in right
direction such as Running competition match at village Sarakpur district Ambala level and state
level to encourage them in this camp 100 youth participated in this competition. This year we have
started this campaign Let's get rid of drugs from life to take a meaningful initiative for stop
addiction of intoxication in villages. By participating in these types of sports events we trying to
enhance the better future of India.
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MISSION GREEN A JOINT EFFORT
ZYVS runs tree plantation campaign across its project on an annual basis. The campaigns are communityowned and managed and always implemented alongside environmental education and awareness, to
promote environmental stewardship, encouraging the sense of responsibility of the planted tree. In 201920 approximately 9800 trees were planted by around 4000 people, alongside, environmental education
was provided to children in schools, teachers and community members. This year the ZYVS starting a
mission if someone's birthday then that person planting a plant. The aim of this campaign is to contribute
towards the various environmental issues and provide livelihood opportunities to the people. The impact
of the campaign has been widely noticed in increasing the green cover of the area.

Tree planted with children’s in Village Sonda, Ambala

July 17, 2019, 21 Trees planted in Govt. Primary School, TalheriRangranBarara,Ambala
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July 08, 2019 Tree planted KV-3 School in Ambala Cantt.
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June 28, 2019 trees planted in R.K Middle School,Sirsa
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Media Coverage
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OUR COLLABRATION

CONTACT US ON
Regd.Office
Village- Kesri,Distt.Ambala,Haryana
JalbehraRoadPinCode-133102(India)

H. Q.
# 51 Sonda Colony,
Ambala, 134003, Haryana(India)
PH. No. - 0171-2802001,03,04
M. No. - 9991279155, 9992862888
Email Id:- zyvsindia@gmail.com
Website: - www.zyvs.org

FOLLOW US ON
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